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Misty Of Chincoteague
The equine classic is now available in a special low-priced edition as two
youngsters strive to own a Chincoteague pony named Misty.
Nobody could capture the Phantom. She was the wildest mare on Assateague
Island. They said she was like the wind, that the white “map” on her shoulders
was her mark of freedom. Paul and Maureen Beebe had their hearts set on
owning her. They were itching to buy and tame her, and worked hard to earn the
money that she would cost. But the roundup men had tried to capture her and for
two years she had escaped them.... Pony Penning Day holds a surprise for
everyone, for Paul not only brings in the Phantom, but her newborn colt as well.
Can Paul and Maureen possibly earn enough to buy them both?
A lost pony is cause for a nighttime adventure on Chincoteague Island in this
third book of a chapter book series inspired by Marguerite Henry’s Misty of
Chincoteague. Full Moon Fancy, Fancy for short, is a pony with a knack for
getting loose. First she just tramples a herb garden, then she knocks over a wall
of a chicken coop, so the hens end up all over the yard and down on the beach.
When she gets out one too many times, Willa and Ben are worried she’s lost.
They set out to track her down—in the moonlight! Will they find the runaway pony,
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or is Fancy lost for good?
On Pony Penning Day, Paul is determined to capture the Phantom of
Assateague Island and her misty little colt.tom.
Sixty years ago, legendary author Marguerite Henry introduced Misty and all the
ponies of Chincoteague Island to boys and girls around the world. Today Misty of
Chincoteague and all of Marguerite Henry's stories are considered some of the
greatest horse tales ever told. In honor of this, Aladdin is very pleased to bring
out Ms. Henry's award-winning titles in one beautifully designed boxed set that is
the perfect gift for horse fans of all ages. KING OF THE WIND NEWBERY
MEDAL WINNER MISTY OF CHINCOTEAGUE NEWBERY HONOR BOOK
JUSTIN MORGAN HAD A HORSE NEWBERY HONOR BOOK
Paul worries that Phantom's young colt, Misty, will not be able to survive the
swim from Tom's Point to Chincoteague Island.
The Dunlap siblings must solve the mystery of a sick pony on Chincoteague
Island in this second book of a chapter book series inspired by Marguerite
Henry’s Misty of Chincoteague. There’s a sick horse at Misty Inn! Something
Buttercup is eating—or being fed—is making her ill. Can Willa and Ben solve this
pony problem and help Buttercup feel healthy again?
When Pullman Car Works employees walk out in protest of their wages and high rent, Olivia
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Mott is torn between her loyalty to the company and her love for Fred DeVault. Amidst the
turmoil in Pullman, Fred is asked to act as a local delegate to the national convention of the
American Railway Union, but when the delegates vote in favor of a nationwide boycott of the
famous Pullman sleeping cars, Olivia wonders if Fred will ever be able to return to the
company town. What will become of their growing affection for each other? Who will prevail in
the company strike?
Dip a toe, paw, or fin into history with this fact-tastic Level 2 Ready-to-Read, part of a new
series all about pets and the people who loved them! In this story, learn all about the true story
behind Misty, Chincoteague Island, and Marguerite Henry! Ever since Marguerite Henry’s
Misty of Chincoteague was first published in 1947, generations of children have continued to
be captivated by the beloved story. But did you know that the Newbery Award–winning author
owned a pet pony named Misty in real life? Learn all about Misty and Marguerite’s friendship
in this true story. A special section at the back of this book includes lots of fun facts about
Chincoteague ponies!
Joel Goss knows that Little Bub is a special colt, even though he’s a runt. And when
schoolteacher Justin Morgan asks Joel to break the colt in, Joel is thrilled! Soon word about
Little Bub has spread throughout the entire Northeast—this spirited colt can pull heavier loads
than a pair of oxen. And run faster than thoroughbreds! This is the story of the little runt who
became the father of the world-famous breed of American horses—the Morgan.
The author describes how she came to own the well-known Chincoteague pony and their
subsequent experiences together.
About a little burro who was found running wild along Bright Angel Creek. Grades 5-8.
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Froggy is nervous about his first day of school, but, even though it's hard to sit still, he has a
wonderful time.
Misty of ChincoteagueSimon and Schuster
Three novels featuring the wild ponies of Assateague and Chincoteague islands, said to be
descended from Spanish moor ponies shipwrecked long ago off the eastern shore of Virginia.
A wild colt rescued by two children is raised by a mare who has lost her own way.
As he learns about the famous Hambletonian, sire of the American trotter, young Gib White
dreams of some day having his own filly become a champion trotter.
Dreaming of the day when she can own a pony of her own, Julie decides to work and save her
money so that the next time the ponies from Chincoteague Island are swum over for auction
she is in a position to make a bid and finally buy one for herself.
Sham and the stable boy Agba travel from Morocco to France to England where, at last,
Sham's majesty is recognized and he becomes the "Godolphin Arabian," ancestor of the most
superior Thoroughbred horses.
An orphaned Chincoteague colt restores happiness to his new owners in this beloved horse
story from Newbery Award–winning author Marguerite Henry. Movie men have come to
Chincoteague to film the annual Pony Penning, and Paul and Maureen are thrilled—until they
learn that the producers want to buy their beloved Misty. Reluctantly, they agree to sell in order
to send their uncle to college. But how will they ever fill the lonely place that Misty leaves
behind? Finding an orphaned colt helps Paul and Maureen deal with their loss, and they soon
discover that little Sea Star needs them just as much as they need him.
Paul and Maureen Beebe want to own the beautiful mare and colt, Misty.
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Captivated by the story of "Misty of Chincoteague," a woman with a horse farm in
Florida raises one of Misty's descendants to become a champion show horse.
Out of the Sea, Today's Chincoteague Pony conveys the indomitable spirit and
strength for survival that defines the Chincoteague ponies. From their initial
arrival on the island to their reign as the island's leading attraction, Lois
Szymanski details their history to today, where the ponies continue to affect the
lives of countless families who come each year to Chincoteague National
Park.Out of the Sea details the true accounts of how strong bonds of friendship
have formed between the ponies and their people, and impacted lifetimes. For
author Lois Szymanski, it was having fate touch her life and the life of her
daughter when the Chincoteague foal, Sea Feather, came into their lives.
Readers interested in buying their own Chincoteague pony should look no further
than Out of the Sea. Middle grades-ages 8-12.
Briefly discusses the history and characteristics of common horse breeds.
In this first book of a chapter book series inspired by Marguerite Henry’s Misty of
Chincoteague, siblings Willa and Ben Dunlap begin their new life on
Chincoteague Island. Ten-year-old Willa Dunlap and her eight-year-old brother
Ben are new to Chincoteague Island, but it’s a homecoming for their mother,
who grew up there. Willa and Ben’s parents are busy planning the opening of
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their bed and breakfast, which gives the kids free rein to explore the island. But
with so many new people and places to get used to, will Chincoteague ever feel
like home?
Maddie is desperate to keep her favorite horse from being sold in this first book in
a contemporary middle grade series in the tradition of Marguerite Henry’s Misty
of Chincoteague. Madison “Maddie” Martinez loves her weekly riding lessons,
and she loves working with her favorite horse, Cloudy, every time. So she is
shocked when she finds out Cloudy’s former owners might want to buy her back!
Maddie desperately concocts various plans to stop the sale: maybe she can raise
money to buy Cloudy herself, or what if she can make the potential buyers lose
interest? Maddie’s online Pony Post friends—Brooke Rhodes, Hayley Duncan,
Nina Peralt, who all share a love of Chincoteague ponies—can tell something is
up, but at first Maddie is afraid to tell them what’s happening. If she loses her
only connection to Chincoteague, will they even want to be friends with her
anymore?
Newbery Award–winning author Marguerite Henry’s beloved novel about a boy
who would do anything to paint is now available in a collectible hardcover gift
edition. Benjamin West was born with an extraordinary gift—the gift of creating
paintings of people, animals, and landscapes so true to life they “took one’s
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breath away.” But Benjamin is part of a deeply religious Quaker family, and
Quaker beliefs forbid the creation of images. Because Benjamin’s family didn’t
approve of his art, he had to make his own painting supplies. The local Native
Americans taught him how to mix paints from earth, clay, and plants. And his cat,
Grimalkin, sacrificed hair from his tail for Ben’s brushes. This classic story from
Newbery Award–winning author Marguerite Henry features the original text and
illustrations in a gorgeous collectible hardcover edition.
"This reproducible study guide consists of lessons to use in conjuntion with a
specific novel. Written in chapter-by-chapter format, the guide contains a
synopsis, pre-reading activities, vocabulary and comprehension exercises, as
well as extension activities to be used as follow-up to the novel."--Prelim.
Although Misty, the Phantoms colt, loves living on a pony ranch, her mother longs for
the freedom of her early life with the other ponies on Assateague Island.
Discover Marguerite Henry’s Newbery Honor–winning Misty of Chincoteague stories
with this giftable collection of the essential books featuring the beloved pony! On the
island of Chincoteague off the coasts of Virginia and Maryland lives a centuries-old
band of wild ponies. They seem untouchable until a young boy and girl capture wild
mare Phantom and care for her and her filly Misty, fostering a lineage of horses with
greatness in their blood. This beautiful boxed set collects the stories featuring the
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indomitable Misty: Misty of Chincoteague Stormy, Misty’s Foal Sea Star Misty’s
Twilight
Paul and his sister Maureen's determination to own a pony from the herd on
Chincoteague Island, Virginia, is greatly increased when the Phantom and her colt are
among the ponies rounded up for the yearly auction.
A raging storm slashes across Assateague and Chincoteague islands. Water is
everywhere! The wild ponies and the people must battle for their lives. In the midst of
the storm, Misty—the famous mare of Chincoteague—is about to give birth. Paul and
Maureen are frantic with worry as the storm rages on…Will Misty and her colt survive?
This is the thrilling story of the hurricane that destroyed the wild herds of Assateague,
and how strength and love helped rebuild them.
In parts of the United States, herds of wild ponies still roam free. The most famous wild
ponies live on Assateague Island, off the coast of Maryland and Virginia. The animals
on the Virginia side of the island the Chincoteague ponies are owned by the
Chincoteague Volunteer Fire Company. Every year, the fire department sells some of
the ponies to raise money that will help care for the rest of the herd. Thousands of
people attend the auction, and a few walk away proud owners of new pet ponies.
Owning a Chincoteague pony isn't for everyone. Find out what it takes to own a wild
Chincoteague pony, and you can decide if the pay off years of faithful companionship
will be worth your while.?
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